C-MAP Now Available at the Fugawi Store!
February 26, 2015

Customers with current chartplotter models from brands including Lowrance, Simrad, B&G, Raymarine, and Humminbird can now purchase C-MAP 4D Wide, 4D Local, MAX Mega Wide, and MAX Wide from the Fugawi Store. Better still, benefit from a discount of up to $50 off the regular price of C-Map's most popular charts for a limited time.

C-MAP 4D offers the most advanced navigational features for your cruising, fishing, and sailing needs, including: up-to-date Vector Charts, Dynamic Raster Charts, Satellite Imagery, 3D-View, Value Added Data, and Easy Routing.

C-MAP 4D Wide titles cover vast areas, whereas the 4D Local charts are for boating in smaller geographical areas.

C-MAP MAX, MAX-N, and MAX-N+ charts offer worldwide coverage with accurate chart details, versatile features, and a wealth of value-added data.

The C-MAP MAX Wide titles offer large coverage areas, and the MAX Mega-Wide charts feature extra-large territories spanning coastlines from several States or even countries.
Check out this exciting new line of chart products at the **Fugawi Store** and don't forget to follow us on social media for exclusive offers, news, and more!